Acharya Jagadish Chandra Bose College

EMERGENCY TENDER NOTICE

Date: 18.03.2024

Sealed Tenders are invited from the interested agencies/parties with the bided Quotation (upon Estimated value Rs. 260,000/-) of the total finishing work. The work detail is mentioned below.

Name of Work: **105 Feet long Sewerage Connection.**

**Number of Pith:** 06 (Six) with size 2 Feet X 2 Feet X 3.5 Feet (depth) with strong cover carrying 15 ton load capacity.

(Depth of Line 3.5 Feet, and Breath 02 Feet), **Size of Pipe Line:** (08 inch Diameter, Supreme Brand)

(After construction, reconstruction of the broken area (with Concrete dhalai and Block Setting) is to be made)

Estimated Base value of the above-mentioned work: Rs. 2,60,000/- (Two Lakh Sixty Thousand only) including GST and all other taxes.)

Last date of submission of Tender is 25.03.2024

By order

Principal